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Vegetation Management ▶ Doria Dr / 8884 N. Camino de Oeste, Tucson, AZ 85742  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Is the vegetation encroaching the roadway or impacting traffic? A. Yes 

Description  

 

The families who live in Countryside Villas cannot safely turn left to exit Doria Drive (4967 W. Doria Drive) onto Camino de 

Oeste, due to an area of approximately 30-35 sq ft of overgrown vegetation along the shoulder of 8884 N. Camino de 

Oeste. (see photos). 

We thank PIMA for coming out last year and cutting the vegetation down (4-15-2021, see report #21010535); however it has 
become overgrown again. Due to this vegetation, residents exiting have no vision, only the hope that they will not be hit by 
oncoming traffic and unregulated speeding northbound on Camino de Oeste.  

Due to the several accidents that have occurred along this blind curve, it's imperative to at least have the vegetation 
trimmed back significantly in order for residents to have a fighting chance to safely exit their community from Doria Drive in 
Countryside Villas.  

As for the speeding, it would significantly prevent accidents by installing a stop sign at this location. This will be the only way 
to ensure safe exit of Countryside Villas and to prevent speeding cars from losing control and fatally crashing into other cars 
and/or jumping the curb into our private property in Countryside Villas along Camino de Oeste. 

PHOTOS: This is how the area visibility appears coming out of Community taking a left from Doria Drive onto N Camino de 
Oeste, there's about 30-35 ft to the left that blocks visibility of oncoming traffic which travel at 45 mph (zone is 30 mph).   

Vegetation needs to be cleared 10-15 ft in from street, starting at the metal cable box marked "8884 N CMD" to the large 
electrical pole marked "CNT R 188.”  We have received numerous complaints from homeowners this is an accident waiting 
to happen. Please clear this vegetation.  
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